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FROM THE DIRECTOR’S DESK
Since its inception, ASA has been applying the EMO 2019 motto of “smart
technology driving tomorrow’s production” for the solutions we design and
deliver for our customers.
After recently returning from the world’s leading Machine Tool automation exhibition, we are excited to
share our experience and insights from our visit to EMO Hannover with you.
In this edition of Axis, we will also look at the relationship we’ve built up over time with Suttons Tools, where
ASA has been an integral part of the continuous improvement process within their facility. We also look
at the FANUC LR Mate series of robots, and as a first, we’ll recognise one of our key suppliers, Alex Prez of
Savenio Travel, who has been working closely with ASA for 15 years, delivering outstanding travel outcomes
for our employees.
This month we are also pleased to share with you our brand new website. With a fresh new look it is now
easier to learn about who we are as well as what services and solutions we offer - automatedsolutions.com.au
On behalf of the team at ASA, we thank you choosing to partner with us and look forward to keeping you
updated on the latest advancements in automation, while servicing your needs, now and into the future.
Pat Green, Director

ROBOT IN FOCUS
LR Mate Series
Good things come in small
packages...
There is great flexibility and versatility in
the functionality of the compact LR Mate
series of FANUC robots. With a number of
different reaches and wrist speeds, the
accuracy and productivity that is achievable
across an extensive range of tasks makes
this multi-function robot the best and most
reliable mini robot for process automation. Its
size is akin to that of a human arm, allowing
Engineers and designers to concept its
operation with relative ease.
ASA has been integrating this robot directly
into machine tools because of its compact
design and sealed mechanical unit,
making it an ideal solution in harsh, oily

Annual Robot Servicing
Has your Robot had its Annual Service? Call ASA to book.
Just like a car needs regular servicing, the same applies to your
robots. Your robots work hard for your business, sometimes
operating 24 hours a day for long periods, so annual servicing
of your robots will ensure your FANUC robots remain in
optimal condition. Greasing, battery replacements, checking
for excessive wear and measuring back lash ensure motion
repeatability, as well as continuing to provide you with a great
consistent outcome for your manufacturing processes. Annual
servicing helps maintain a high level of Mean Time Between
Failures (MTBF), as well as potentially forecasting issues that
may be developing.

or gritty environments. Together with its
ability to deliver high acceleration and short
cycle times to improve productivity rates,
these robots can be floor, ceiling, wall and
angle mounted, processing parts up to 7kg
across all sorts of handling operations.
LR Mate handling robots also come with
optional configurations for welding and
painting. Furthermore, they can be equipped
with vision and force sensing capabilities
depending on the nature of the application.
Is the LR mate series of robots the right fit for
your next application? Let us help you work
out the best solution for your company, by
contacting ASA for a Design Analysis.

SUTTONS TOOLS AUSTRALIA
Walking in the factory floor at Sutton’s
Thomastown headquarters defies what many
would expect of a firm that each year produces
some 20 million drills, taps, milling cutters
and specialist tools for industries ranging
from medical and mining to aerospace and
automotive. It’s clean. Really clean.
“We used to be a far more manual operation up to the 2000’s, with
an environment not as clean as it is now and more moving parts on
the loading mechanisms” says Sutton’s engineering manager Tim
Schurmann.
“Our first robot was about 15 years ago, a Drake thread grinder that
had one robot fitted to it.
We decided this was a pretty good idea, so we purchased some more
robots and we started to install them ourselves, but we soon found we
needed help from somebody to integrate them to the control system
on the CNC machines, so we got Pat in to do that work.”
Pat Green lives and breathes robots. The Director of Automated
Solutions Australia’s philosophy is although the technology might
seem complex, its operation shouldn’t be.
“The systems that they started with were fairly basic, for want of a
better term. And so we’ve tried to stick with those basics. Things have
improved progressively, they’re using more technology, the interfaces
are better and smarter, but we still try to maintain that common feel.”
Schurmann says the relationship with ASA has flourished and Pat and
his team knows Sutton’s manufacturing principles.
“So when we ask them to integrate a robot, because they have that
knowledge of doing it previously, we don’t have to give them 100% of
the information. They know a lot about that already and we can get
the job done quicker and more efficiently.”
“Some of the first installations had the robots sitting on the outside of
the machines - they would enter the machines and load the product,
then bring the finished product back out again into a pallet. The
problem is the cycle time was fairly long; the door had to open, the
robot had to go in, take the old part out, put the new part in, come back
out, and as soon as the door closed, the machine cycle could then
start up again.

“It was all fairly oily and hazardous, it required guards and it was time
consuming, so we decided then to put the robots inside the machines.
This reduced the loading time and the cycle time as well. And it
prevented any oil dripping onto the floor. It reduced the hazards and
having to put up guards around a robot on the outside of the machine.”
“With our continuous improvement process we are where we are
today” Schurmann says.
The spotless, modern Thomastown headquarters that manufactures
high quality cutting tools - about 40% for export - has come a long way
from the company started by English immigrant William Henry Sutton
in his Melbourne garage in 1917, now run by a fourth generation of
Suttons, with the fifth generation working in the firm too. Its success
rests in its passion for cutting tools and reputation for precision and
high quality, and automation has played a significant part in that.

“With our continuous improvement
process we are where we are today”
“We’re constantly challenged to make our product faster, of higher
quality, yet more economical, to compete with opposition companies
and imports from China and India where the labour is a lot cheaper.
So using robots for loading and unloading and running unmanned for
some of the day reduces our cost. Sutton Tools is probably only 3 or
4% of the total world production of cutting tools. We’re aiming at the
high end of the market. Lots of low quality tools are coming into the
country. We don’t want to compete with that. We want to be world
leaders in high quality cutting tools” Schurmann says.
“ASA do a great job and we trust Pat and his team to support our
evolving needs. When we first started to install robots, each machine
would probably increase efficiency by 60 or 70%. It made a big
difference. It’s faster, but in particular it takes out the people factor in
incorrect loading.”
“Our processes rely on the cutting tool being loaded correctly with
exact timing – if an operator loads a tool even slightly out of timing
rotation it will be a reject. You learn over the years if you’ve got one
tool that doesn’t meet specifications in a batch, the customer will
send the whole batch back for you. We’ve got to be very confident that
every one of those cutting tools in the batch that we export is correct
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and meets the standard. Robots mean we can pretty well guarantee
right from the start that the product will be correctly timed all the way
through until it’s finished.
“Compared to hand loading, robot loading has reduced rejects by
probably 10 or 15% on some of the tedious machines. It’s made that
much difference on some tricker type loading situations. And we run
them over morning tea and lunchbreaks, as well as lights out on the
third shift.”
Schurmann says one of the many satisfying aspects was working with
ASA to speed production processes.
“I guess it’s all about reducing loading times and improving quality.
Early on we were putting a robot onto a machine and you might not
get the process right the first time. So you think, “Oh, we can save a
couple seconds here and a couple seconds there,” and we’d get ASA
back to refine it. And by the time you’d saved several seconds here
and a few more there, across the whole process it adds up, and we can
shorten the overall time dramatically. A lot of people say it’s only a
couple of seconds, but at the end of the day it means quite a few more
parts that we’re producing.”

“ASA do a great job and we trust Pat and
his team to support our evolving needs.”
Amidst all that change, certainty is a must. Pat Green says ASA
provides Sutton’s a good stable format that they understand.
“They have about 30-odd robots in their facility. What’s crucial when
you have that many is commonality. You do want people to feel
accustomed to it. You don’t want 30 different machines because
that’s challenge, whereas 30 machines that feel similar and that
operate in a similar way are a lot easier to understand.
“Our work is specifically so that the robots feel very similar and
comfortable. The machine might be different, but the robot interface,
the way it works, the way the systems are set up are common for
familiarity.
“The operations have upgraded, but you still try to use a similar feeling
program so that when they look at it and when you provide training,
it’s valid across the range. That’s really the aim when you have such a
broad spread of such a large number of machines” Green says.

“And obviously from the support perspective, if they’re all similar,
I don’t need to know the specifics of one machine to give them
guidance across the lot.
“It’s one of the benefits of developing close relationships with the
people we deal with - we tend to fairly quickly become trusted
partners and I think the customers that we have our best dealings
with are those that are comfortable with us, know us well, feel like
we’re a part of their team, and I think, generally speaking, we do that
quite well.
“This might sound like a strange thing to say, but we don’t just seek
customers far and wide. We don’t try to be the one-stop shop for
everyone. We do operate in fairly niche areas. We’re happy to say
to people that there are other companies who are better suited to a
particular solution than ourselves. It means our customers can have
confidence that we truly understand the areas that we’re plying our
trade in.
Schurmann says automation has given Sutton’s increased confidence
to branch into areas where they can develop new products for new
needs as industries change and adapt.
“Some of the newer products we’re making are carbide milling cutters
for the aerospace industry, and to grind that type of material you need
diamond grinding wheels. So now we have a cycle time that is a lot
longer than with high speed steel. And with the long cycle time we can,
by automatically loading these carbide cutters into the machines,
run during the night and get a lot more efficiency. Without robots we
wouldn’t be able to produce at an economical and high performance
level.
And just as Sutton’s has evolved, so has ASA, with a customer base
that covers quite a bit of territory. Green says its heartland is metal
manufacturing.
“Machining, machine tending, some injection moulding, things where
you’ve got a machine that’s manufacturing a component - we’re
tending those machines and we’re interfacing to them and we’re doing
post-process or preparatory work; we’re very strong in those areas.
“We’re held in very high regard by the machine tool industry, and
there’s obviously the paint shop automation that’s part of our
business that we dominate in. And generally, we have enduring
relationships with companies, and I’d put that down to the rapport
we build.”
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Alex Prez, Savenio Travel
Alex Prez’s attitude to life is to ‘be bold, you will
only regret not being bold’.
This positive outlook started to develop at a very young age when he
was faced with serious medical challenges. He learnt a very important
lesson at the age of eight about not focusing on what’s going wrong
in your life, rather never forget that life is short, as it could always
be worse. Since then his love of travelling and passion for helping
to empower people to live extraordinary lives has translated into a
successful and fulfilling career.
Alex has been working closely with ASA for 15 years delivering
outstanding travel outcomes for our employees. Building an effective
travel management programme for ASA with Alex has boosted
our performance by allowing us to concentrate on core business,
freeing up our staff so they can focus solely on their work, leading to
improved motivation and performance whilst travelling.
The long-standing relationship between Alex and ASA was established
with an emphasis on a highly personalised service approach and a
clear understanding of our business objectives and requirements.
This has meant Alex is well equipped to fulfil the needs of our staff
whilst travelling interstate and abroad and delivers the efficiencies,
value for money, compliance and traveller safety our business
demands. Highly personalised customer service also means that
Alex is available 24/7 and we have exercised that option many times!

Tell us a bit about how you got into the travel
industry and how you came to work for ASA.
I fell into travel, it wasn’t a career I’d ever seen myself get into but I
was looking for a short term job and found myself in travel and quickly
found not only was I good at it but I really enjoyed helping people.
I came to work for ASA when I was managing a Flight Centre store
in Adelaide and ASA’s previous agent retired and so I took over his
account and back then it was just two people travelling and it’s been
brilliant watching it grow and feeling like I’ve played some small
part in that.

“Be bold. You will only regret
not being bold.”
Your early childhood experiences taught you
some valuable lessons, how has this shaped and
inspired your business philosophy?
One of my earliest childhood lessons was that it could always be
worse and that no matter what I face I can overcome it which has
helped me in business which is full of swings and roundabouts, ups
and downs. It helps me navigate and stay positive during the more
challenging times.

Describe your ultimate travel adventure.
My ultimate travel adventure has the perfect combination of luxury
accommodation, pointy end flying, a good dose of nature and my
beautiful fiancée Donna by my side to enjoy it with..

What do you enjoy most about working at ASA?
The people I get to work with, the entire ASA team are a great bunch
of guys to serve and I love feeling like I’m playing a small part in the
overall success of ASA.

1800 ROBOTS (1800 762 687) for 24 hours a day robot support
Did you know Automated Solutions Australia has a 24 hour a day robot support number
for our customers to call in the event of a breakdown?
The number is 1800 ROBOTS
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EMO 2019 HANNOVER
Since its inception, ASA has
been applying this year’s EMO
motto of “smart technology
driving tomorrow’s production”
for the solutions we design
and deliver solutions for our
customers.
EMO 2019 certainly proved again to be
the world’s premier trade fair for the
manufacturing sector with a distinct focus
this year on how digitisation and automation
is providing continued momentum for
innovation. The exhibits on display
covered the entire range of state-of-the-art
metalworking products. With over 2,226
number of exhibitors from 44 nations
in 17 halls, it presented some 130,000
visitors from around the globe with an

unparalleled width and depth of products
and services throughout all production
areas. From machine tools and production
systems for cutting and forming, precision
tools, controller technology, to system
elements and components for automated
manufacturing and everything in between.
Our impression of EMO was very positive,
the sheer scale of the setup is beyond
impressive, with over 181,768 m2 of
floorspace, the equivalent of nine times
the size of the Melbourne Cricket Ground.
Companies spend millions to be at EMO, with
all the big players setting up within giant
Halls that have their own restaurants, bars,
stages for bands to perform, function areas
and meeting areas that seat about 300
people. Mind boggling to know that all the
infrastructure is set up and is disassembled
after the 6-day expo.
As world leaders in robotics, FANUC were

VMA 2019
Victorian Business on show at VMA2019.
Closer to home, this month the team from ASA attended the 2019
Victorian Manufacturing Showcase now in its sixth year hosted by
a partnership of Victorian Government and the Industry Capability
Network (Victoria) with Eastern Metropolitan councils.
Victorian businesses exhibiting included a cross-section of
industries from transportation, construction, defence, food and
beverage, medical technologies and pharmaceuticals, education
and professional services. It was great to see some of ASA’s key
Australian customers, such as PACCAR, presenting.
This year’s theme was Engage. Innovate. Create. and it was
great to see many schools groups attending to learn about the
opportunities manufacturing can offer as a career as well Virginia
Trioli broadcasting live from the exhibition.

represented in all corners of every exhibition
hall and shared their extensive product range
with a series of demonstrations profiling
the integration of robots into a wide range
of applications. The Fanuc stand was really
large, and its CR series of collaborative robots
were very prominent and a major attraction
for visitors. To demonstrate its expertise in
larger handling tasks, the M2000iA/2300,
which can lift 2300 to the height of about 10
metres, was on show.
EMO 2019 presented an ideal way for ASA
to get a comprehensive overview of what is
happening around the world in the sector.
Networking was a high priority for ASA,
presenting an international platform to speak
with our partners, identify new opportunities
and exchange ideas and we are very excited
to bring cutting edge technology from around
the globe back to our customers in Australia.

DELIVERING TOMORROW’S SOLUTIONS, TODAY.
Automated Solutions Australia can provide total project management,
customised system integration and design, or support of your
existing automated facilities.
ASA will support you to identify where best practice from around the world can be employed to
improve the cost, quality, throughput and robustness of your system.
•
•
•
•

Find your competitive edge with increased reliability and quality
Reduce System Downtime
Decrease Process Cycle Time
Reduce Labour and Material Costs

To learn more call us on 1800 ROBOTS (1800 762 687)
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1800 ROBOTS (1800 762 687)
for 24 hours a day robot support
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